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"[George] Eliot's purpose was to make morality compatible with uncertainty.
About uncertainty, Eliot is certain; but about morality, she is not."

Let me begin with the epigraphs. Konstantin Lyovin's comment about
French art comes at a crucial intersection late in the novel, the meeting
between this energetic, happily married man and an increasingly desperate
Anna, during what will turn out to be her last wholly "beautiful" social
moment before her disintegration. The second epigraph comes from a
review of George Eliot's Middlemarch, or rather, a review of the 1994 TV
mini-series of Middlemarch. In the course of this discussion I would like to
raise two questions relating to these epigraphs: frrst, what might be the
relationship between a de-conventionalized (a radically "realistic") approach
to the world, arid lying? And second, was it part of Tolstoy's task in Anna
Karenina to make "morality compatible with uncertainty"? Was Tolstoy ever
"certain about uncertainty?"
Much suggests that he was not, of course.
There is Tolstoy's own,
rather brittle biblical epigraph "MHe oTMweHHe" [vengeance is mine].
There
are also those aggressive authorial intrusions that strive to simplify matters
and provide a moral compass whenever a situation becomes genuinely
interesting, conflicted, and unclear-the whole phenomenon of Tolstoy's
"absolute voice." But much speaks for it too. Saul Morson, in his defense
of "Prosaics in Anna Karenina" (TSJ 1988), has offered the best possible
case: as Lyovin realizes at the end of Part Eight, to live right is to live
"uncertainly in the present," prosaically, which is to say without flXed rules
but with strongly disciplined mental and moral habits that permit us to
resolve unexpected ethical dilemmas righteously on the spot. Lyovin would
be one of George Eliot's heroes, similar to Adam Bede or Mary Garth. Bad
things do happen to these people, but they suffer through misfortune in all
the right, small ways: they remain kind; they attend to particulars; they
resist jacking things up; they know how to _take pleasure in healthy
distractions~ and when disappointed in love, they turn to other equally
passionate but more autonomous interests.
And-this is crucial-good
things come to them. Awkward, rebuffed Lyovin gets his Kitty (that is, even
though he had stupidly interrupted his initial courtship, inexplicably fled
Moscow and confused all parties, nevertheless, that glorious moment comes
when he enters the Oblonsky drawing room and realizes that Kitty-flushed,
fresh, taken out of circulation just long enough for him to get over his hurt
pride and returned just in time-was "waiting for him alone..."). Likewise,
the grieving Adam Bede marries his lovely Dinah; and patient, 'sensible,
smudgy Mary Garth finally accepts her dashing, lovesick Fred Vincy and (in
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their model marriage, the "great beginning" that closes down Middlemarch)
soon has a houseful of healthy sons. This is the prosaicist's paradise, and
Saul Morson is certainly correct in saying that Tolstoy was drawn to it. In
his fiction, Tolstoy plotted this world carefully. He wanted it to work.
Why was Tolstoy so drawn to preach prosaic values?
The reasons
are many, but surely central among them was the fact that Tolstoy, by the
end, had assumed excessively heroic proportions himself. There was simply
too much of everything in the Tolstoy household: too much fame, too much
wealth, too much talent, too many children, too many guests, too many
words.
In a splendid essay on Tolstoy's "liTO T3Koe MCKYCCTBO?," Clara
Claiborne Park calls Tolstoy a "hero of oversimplification," which, she notes,
is "not a hero for our time." Prosaics posits anothe~ understanding of
heroism-DoIly's sort, which one can tell is working because, except for 'the
crisis that opens the novel, she is so ground down by daily tasks that there
is little time to stage scenes or to complain. But no one (except perhaps
Saul Morson in a contentious mood) would call Dolly the heroine. With the
exception of one cluster of chapters in Part Six written entirely in Dolly's
zone (her visit to Anna), she is not enough there, not deeply enough engaged
by the author or shared with the reader. The prosaic figure that most fits the
"hero" mold is, of course, the attractive, upright Konstantin Lyovin-and
although Tolstoy teases him and sets him back, he sees to it in the end that
the good things come.
It would take a very different sort of writer, one without Tolstoy's or
George Eliot's profound instinct for the moral shape of plots and willing to
create within genres of more modest scope than the massive nineteenthcentury novel, to show the truly dark side of a virtuous prosaics. We have
such a writer in Anton Chekhov, who spent no small amount of time
rewriting the "Anna Plot." His stories on this theme mix up and recombine
couples with marvelous frankness: what if an Anna had been wholly
unbothered by her conscience (that is, resembled her brother more
completely and remained an Oblonskaia). until her long-suffering Karenin
died? Or if a Vronsky did not improve, as Tolstoy's Vronsky did, under the
influence of Anna's love, but had remained on the same unimpressive,
trivial level? Or if a Kitty fell in love with a Lyovin-two modest, proper
people committed to responsible behavior-only after she was married to
someone else? These are the resonances in "nonpblrYHbSl," "AHH3 H3 wee,"
",llaMa C c06aQKoH"-and most of all in the final story in Chekhov's Little
Trilogy, "0 1I1068H." The Anna Alexeevna in that story is a Kitty, already
married, whose Lyovin (Pavel Konstantinovich Alyokhin) did not catch her
in time; and being neither Annas nor Vronskys, that is, not having that
heroic initiating power, they continue, over many years, to do the right
thing, which is to do nothing. Recalling the tragic railway scene that ends
this little story, Alyokhin admits (and Chekhov would se.em to' concur) that
doing nothing had been the wrong thing:
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... lITO KOrlIa n106HWb, TO B CBOHX paCC}')K.U.eHI1S1X 06 3T0l1 nlO6BH H}')KHO HCXOll"Tb OT
Bblcwero, OT

60nee

Ba)l(HOrO, lIeM ClIaCTbe lin" HeC4aCTbe, rpex HllJ11I06pOlIeTenb B

IiX XOD,S14eM CMblcne, linH He Hy)I(HO paCC}')K.U.aTb BOBce.

It is this dark, utterly unrewarded aspect of virtuous prosaic living that
makes Chekhov seem so real, and so terribly sad. Cpekhov understood how
prosaic living often turned out-a muddle, a mess, bereft even of a decent
memory by which to organize psychological experience-whereas for Tolstoy,
one senses, prosaic values were such a glinting virtue, so necessary, that
they could not be allowed simply to run free and risk failure in realistically
motivated everyday time and space. They had to be fabricated, propped up,
for it required substantial authorial scaffolding to pair off the good folks and
reward them. What if, for example, Vronsky-very much the wrong manhad really married Kitty, as she so desperately hoped he would? Tolstoy as
prosaicist is a crafty animal. He focuses on the small and decent gesture
(Kitty and Lyovin are decent folk), but then makes certain that the small
decent gesture does not just get lost, or disintegrate, or pass unnoticed, or
cause pain-that is Chekhov's terrain. In Tolstoy, it pays of! This is
enormously satisfying to all us non-heroes.
So when Saul Morson suggests, cunningly, that Tolstoy's prosaic
worldview assumes that what looks important. cannot really be important
(the impotent, caricatured Napoleon in War and Peace) and, conversely, that
what is really important is probably not visible at all (or "hidden in plain
view"), we should think twice. Aside from the obvious fact that Tolstoy is
wrong (Napoleon was extremely important), there is the additional
complication that Tolstoy's plots are arguably not really prosaic in this
"invisible" sense: they are, in fact, designed to become increasingly visible
and ever more predictably rewarding for those characters who behave
precisely as Tolstoy wishes them to behave.
For those who do not so
behave, such as Anna in her excruciating, humiliating final vortex, the
verdict on them is passed by a woman with few moral virtues but with at
least one first-class prosaic insight, Madame Vronskaia, on the train
platform at the end of the novel: "HeT, 'Iro 3TO 3a cTPaCTH KaKHe-OTtlaSlHHble! · · ·
Ce6S1 nory6HJ1a If llByx npeKpaCHblX nlOlleH."
With that preface, I would like to investigate two aspects of the
"Prosaic Anna Karenina" with which I find myself in some disagreement.
For me, such an exercise is all the more profitable, since Saul Morson has
developed a powerful tool in the idea of prosaics and together he and I have
a long history of explicating thinkers important to us-primarily Mikhail
Bakhtin-through a prosaic lens. A prosaic reading of War and Peace has
much to recommend it; a prosaic Anna Karenina strikes me as a more
tenuous and vulnerable project. l
Let me begin as the novel itself begins, with Stiva Oblonsky.
Saul
Morson makes a strong claim for this character-so strong, he confesses,
that only Fyodor Dostoevsky, in his review of the novel in Diary of a Writer
(February 1877), might be expected to concur. Morson writes: "Stiva is the
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villain of the book, its representation of what evil is. At face value, of
course, this statement is as counterintuitive as is Tolstoy's insistence that
the Napoleons of the world have "no power." But the statement bothers me
not because it reflects Tolstoy's contrariness and tendency to "oversay" every
sensible thing; my objection here is that Stiva possesses quite a few prosaic
virtues, he has prosaic effects, and, dare I say it, he has a prosaicizing effect
on the world.
He is certainly no hero of domestic virtue: he is a roue, a
careless father and husband, a lavish entertainer and society man. Indeed,
his local economy much resembles that of the old Count Ilya Rostov in War
and Peace -another pater familias who utterly squandered his children's
patrimony; but in the moral network of that prior novel, it was apparently
sufficient punishment to give him a few bewildered months, a premature
death, and then Tolstoy arranges matters so that Count Rostov's most gifted
surviving progeny marry into vast wealth, thereby magically erasing the
effects of the father's horrible habits.
Unlike Ilya Rostov in his dressing
gown, however, ObIonsky is active in dimensions other than home-and
here his virtues are considerable. He is energetic, efficient, not didactic or
priggish; people feel themselves to be better, more in accord and competent
around him (that "npoTHBHaSl n.06porn" or "loathsome good nature that people so
love him for," as the embittered Dolly puts it in the opening pages of the
novel). He is a successful administrator for whom others like to work (and
here I should add that the fact Tolstoy in the 1870s had no respect for
"administrative service" is a fault we need not hold against Oblonsky, so
exquisitely and attractively drawn in that capacity; we might sooner hold it
against Tolstoy). ;Oblonsky in the public's service is modest, kind,
-goodhearted; he understands tolerance and flexibility.
He also is a
facilitator who mediates the most important relationships in the -novel
(Kitty/Lyovin; Anna/Karenin) and even compulsively reconciles its rivals
(Lyovin and Vronsky at the club in Part Seven, for example: two men who
scarcely needed to befriend each other).
·
Most importantly, Stepan ObIonsky adjusts. He rarely promises more
than he can deliver. Rather than mislead others in that way, he M1l smile
his impossible, helpless smile. The ObIonsky family traits? - Yes, there are
those unsavory minor relatives. But as regards the principals, brother and
sister, it is not only-as Morson's and Dostoevsky's extremely unsympathetic
reading would have it-that Oblonsky has an effective "forgettory" whereas
Anna has memory and conscience (although she acknowledges her
conscience most often in the breach).
More important for the prosaics
thesis, it seems to me, is that, unlike his sister Anna, Stiva Oblonsky
dislikes scandals and posits no maximalist, melodramatic goals. He accepts
things (including, of course, himself and his appetites) as they are, he works
with them and changes alongside them.
As has often been remarked,
Tolstoy might have intended Oblonsky to be a true example of Rousseau's
Unatural manU-not, note, the fake natural man who takes off his city clothes
and withdraws to some uninhabited forest, which proves nothing-but man
at home in his nature, the nature which produced him, that is, in society.
tl
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Such a man would be amoral, as nature is, fully adaptable to his
environment both in his feeding patterns and his coloration, and therefore a
survivor. If he comes across food, Stiva, like any animal, will eat it up; if he
senses danger he will try to get away from it.
Is this evil? I believe that Tolstoy, the pagan aristocrat who resented
his own social awkwardness, was profoundly of two minds about this. Of
course he fought against that "animal" image of the human spirit, placing it
at the bottom of all his three-part progressions to moral perfection (the phase
of the primitive ego). He strove constantly to elevate it. But he retained
until the end of his life an immense vanity as regards the body and a savage
respect for animal instinct in a human being. In War and Peace, those
instincts mold Nikolai Rostov into a hero and save his sister Natasha from
the deserved effects of a hundred stubborn, selfish moves. Pierre Bezukhov
is passed through this amoral zone at some length and in some depth;
Tolstoy even remarked (famously, and for many readers confoundingly) that
Pierre's callousness toward his mentor at the last moment, his turning away
from Karataev during the old peasant's final sickness and summary
execution by the French, was a necessary and spiritually restorative act. 2
Stepan Oblonsky, to be sure, was never tested under the brutal conditions of
a prisoner-of-war column in retreat. But I suspect he would not have acted
bestially even there. While not yet a Nekhlyudov, Oblonsky is very far from
a Kuragin. And his clear-eyed, kindly acceptance of the world-as opposed
to Dostoevsky and Tolstoy's ~ndless testing and tormenting of it-gives
Oblonsky some significant strengths and even some wisdoms.
One small supporting detail. Saul Morson correctly faults Anna for
"trying to live her life like a heroine in a novel"-a comment first made in
admiration by Lisa Merkalova and passed on to Anna by Betsy Tverskaia
(Part Three, chi 17), and thus highly tainted advice. This strategy leads
Anna to plot all manner of prefigurations that she will eventually use to
rachet herself up to the status of "trapped, tragic heroine" in real life-and
then to punish those who love her, but do not love her enough, by.taking
her own life.
This tendency to plot her own life as melodrama is already
apparent upon her arrival in Moscow: she happens to witness the death of
a railway worker and immediately thinks it has something to do with the
shape of her fate. ",llypHoe npe.a3HaMeHoBaHHe," she mutters, aghast, to her
brother. "KaKHe nyCTSIKH," Stiva promptly answers. In Morson's own splendid
term, ObIonsky "sid~shadows" things 3 : he grasps the present as a field of
possibilities and thus can resist Anna's attempt to reduce her life to a dot
and her history to a predetermined line. As Vladimir Alexandrov has argued,
Stiva works in that opening scene against the "fatidic patterning" that Anna
seeks to read into her own life,4 the patterning that Tolstoy is such a
master at incorporating (and then masterfully disrupting) in his own
"na6apHHT cuenneHHA. " Stiva's response to his sister, I would argue, is a
healthy prosaic corrective. His fIrst instinct is always to reconcile people to

the present, and to keep that present as open and hopeful as possible.
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But ObIonsky is more and better than this. Most importantly, he is
one of the few people privy to the Anna-Karenin-Vronsky triangle who
works with established facts rather than with fantasies, recriminations, and
willed blindnesses.
Stiva routinely gives excellent advice to Anna (unlike
his wife Dolly, whose notions of love are limited to family and whose initial
well-meaning advice to her sister-in-law is therefore ill-informed and
disastrous). To this aspect of Stiva I will return; suffice it for now to assert
that Oblonsky fulfils complex and by no means morally trivial functions in
the novel.
Thus to suggest, as Saul Morson and Fyodor Dostoevsky do, that
because Oblonsky is so nice, lets people down as well as lifts them up, and
does not appear to work at life, he must be the embodiment of active evil, is
to fall into several traps-all of which run counter to the spirit of prosaics
itself. The fJIst is the maximalist trap, the insistence that some huge thing
is at stake every time some small gesture is made. Dostoevsky, in his
comments on Oblonsky, makes this move-one so characteristic of his
apocalyptically-prone typecasting. For him there is no Stiva, carefully set
by Tolstoy in specific contexts, but only "those Stivas." It will be recalled
that in his review of Anna Karenina, Dostoevsky reproduces, and then
analyzes in detail, the nighttime discussion in the barn between Oblonsky
and the now-married Lyovin during their hunting trip (Part Six, ch. 11).
The two are debating the virtues of acting on one's convictions (in this case,
distributing land to the peasants who work it). Obionsky argues in his witty,
binary way-the mar~ of an untroubled man-that if you believe in a thing
you should do it, and if you do not believe then you should accept injustices
and "nOJlb30BaTbcSI HM H C YllOBon bCTBHeM ." During this discu ssion Lyovin, in
contrast, does not know what to do, and feels guilty, and suffers over the
injustice, but sees no immediate easy way out; such suffering and tenacity
endear him to Dostoevsky, who makes of Lyovin the exemplary new Russian
man. Now, much appeals to me in this reading (as it appeals to Morson):
without a doubt, Lyovin is the more honest, and Stiva the lazier and more
voluptuous, man. (Tolstoy himself presents Oblonsky far from positively in
this scene, for recall how it ends: Stiva and that wastrel Vaska Veslovsky
set out on a prowl for peasant women.) But these ethical considerations
should not distract us from the fact that Dostoevsky as literary critic motivates
Stiva's thinking in a way that is absolutely false. He has Stiva say to
himself: '" ~, lleCKaTb, C03HafO, liTO Sf nOMeu, HO OCT3HYCb nODJIeUOM B CBoe
YllOBonbCTBHe.'" Stiva thinks nothing of the kind. He does not think it
scoundrelly to take his pleasure, especially if all immediate parties are
pleased (as is most often the case with his seductions and flirtations); and
conversely, he gets no pleasure out of being a scoundrel at all. That twisted
psychology is Dostoevsky-and, to a lesser extent, the dark, grabby,
vindictive side of Tolstoy as well. 5
.
In addition to the maximalist trap, where Dostoevsky simply misreads
and misrepresents, there is a more subtle danger, I believe, in Morson's
thesis that "what-one-does-not-see-is-most-important."
Its logic is too
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vulnerable to the Freudian trap (the claim that absence is proof of presence,
because what really matters is repressed), for one can prove anything by it.
It also invites comparison with the censorship or the "Aesopian language"
trap: the argument that people don't write what they mean, so surely things
cannot be what they seem. Saul Morson himself has argued passionately
and eloquently against both these non-prosaic practices. But one cannot
have it all ways. Stiva Oblonsky, who chronically suspends judgment on
himself and on the world, who genuinely likes and strives to understand
everyone with whom he comes in contact regardless of rank or social
standing (a "genuine liberal," Tolstoy calls him [Part One, ch. 5]), is a
successful and attractive social being. Granted, to be successful in this way
is to be despised by Tolstoy, who mercilessly parodies all forms of societal
fitting in, all mere graciousness. But Tolstoy is gr~ater as an artist than he
is as a social critic or raconteur at a salon. Oblonsky, one could argue, is not
unlike Prince Bagration at the Battle of Austerlitz; he reinforces people in
their existing activities, thus maximizing their self-confidence and
effectiveness in the present. Unlike Tolstoy and Dostoevsky, Oblonsky does
not screech his own truth. Understood generously, from within his own
sphere, he lightens the world. Why are these not prosaic values?
In his animus against Oblonsky's talent for "pleasant conver-sation,"
for example, Morson asserts as self-evident something that is, to my mind,
open to quite other interpretation. Analyzing Stiva at the train station, amid
the departing troops at the end of the novel, Morson writes: "Still more
horribly, in part 8, the sight of Vronsky reminds him of his sister and he
grows deeply and sincerely sad for a few seconds, but then he gladly greets
Vronsky as an old friend in whom to take his usual companionable
pleasure." This is, I believe, a reduction of that complicated scene, which
reads in part:
Ha MrHOBeHHe nHUO CrenaHa ApKallbHQa Bblpa3Hno rpyCTb, HO '1epe3 MHHyry,
Korlla...oH Bowen B KOMHaTY, rlle 6b1n BpoHCKHH, CrenaH APK3llbH'I Y)Ke BnonHe
386b1n CBOH OT'IaJlHHble Pbl1l8HHH Hall TPynOM ceCTPbI H BHllen B BpoHCKOM ronbKo
repoH H CT3poro npHsrreJ1S1.

Now, this passage does highlight Stiya's efficient "forgettory," in Morson's
wonderful phrase, but there is nothing in it at all about pleasure. .As if
Oblonsky ever wanted for company, and thus needed to seek out Vronsky for
his "pleasure" I His type does not need to seek that sort of thing; he radiates
it involuntarily. Stiva, a descendent of "Rostov time" in War and Peace, is a
bucolic (not a melancholic like his sister); he works easily with the present
and within the potentials of the present. Is it not possible, therefore, that
Stivtl attempts to "greet Vronsky as an old friend" because he is an old
friend, because he is trying to be kind, not morose, because Vronsky is
suicidally morose as it is; and that to see him as a war hero will not of
course briD.g Anna back to life but is a kindly fiction, and Oblonsky always
works with what now is.
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Both Saul Morson and I agree that Vronsky was terribly abused by
Anna. By the end of the novel, he is a shattered man seeking death. That
he is acting irresponsibly by going off to war, that he should have pulled
himself together and remembered his duty toward his daughter Annie, might
all be true-but in his despair he did not. Oblonsky sees this despair and
suspends judgment. And I repeat: appropriate or not (and in this train car
at this time, it was perhaps not appropriate), it is always characteristic of
Oblonsky to wish to bring relief He does so within the limit of his powers
and without overly inconveniencing himself, to be sure. Convenience for
him is an instinct, and the ability to bring cheer to others is also instinctive
with him; it is a gift. It clearly irritates his creator Tolstoy that Stiva does
not seem to hurt enough for this gift. And well it might, for part of. my
larger point here is that such a modest human goal as relief is in direct
opposition to the overall style of Tolstoyan and Dostoevskian didactics,
designed to make us rage, squirm, repent. Insist that those great novelists
are moral beacons as well as tyrants; who would disagree? But the later
Tolstoy would not have recommended that we read Anna Karenina to learn
about prosaics. He would ban the novel. His temperament is not in the
least prosaic-as, say, Oblonsky's and Chekhov's temperaments so pellucidly
are. This Tolstoyan rigidity demeans both characters and readers, and
diminishes the possibility of human healing.
In sum. When Dostoevsky calls Stiva Obionsky a "no.a.neu," villain or
scoundrel,-it is the word, remember, that Dolly flings at her husband from
her hysterical zone in the opening scene: "nycKaH Bce 3HaIOT, 'fTO BbI nOMeu!"he proves himself to be, in my opinion, almost as poor a reader of Tolstoy
(almost, but not quite) as he later is of Pushkin. The treatment Oblonsky
receives in Diary of a Writer reinforces our sense that Dostoevsky was too
strongly himself not to bend other strong writers to the needs of his system.
(Had "LlHeBHHK nHcaTenSl" printed "Letters to the Editor," I would have
responded to Dostoevsky's review with the comment that in temperament
Obionsky more resembles the tolerant, impulsive Razumikhin, "sinning his
way to truth," accepting partial and pragmatic solutions, working with
established facts, than he does any evil principle.)
Having mentioned Crime and Punishment, permit me one final
comparison. When Tolstoy, a genuine prosaicist in his values and plots,
develops his famous reading of that novel in his essay "Why Do People
Stupefy Themselves?", he deftly turns Raskolnikov's single event of murder
into a sequence of tiny, prosaic habits. But when Dostoevsky analyzes
Oblonsky, all he can see is "n.YPHaSi npo3aHKa," that is, either no habits at all,
or slippery chameleon habits, or villainy, and over everything he sees that
awful desire of Stiva's to make things easier, to bring pleasure and relief in
the present tense. Infuriated, Dostoevsky red~ces this gesture to the petty
bourgeois pursuit of comfort, to voluptuousness. For Dostoevsky, it seems,
much preferred the honest crisis of violent crime-with its really vicious
cruelties and dead bodies and thus its potential for resurrection-to this
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bourgeois habit of merely pleasing people and being, on principle, a pleasant
person oneself. Where a genuine prosaics fits amid these paradoxes is a
question well worth asking.
My second reservation has to do with Morson's central. criticism of
Anna: that she teaches herself to be a liar. "Protective lying to herself' is
what he calls it, and here, too, much in the thesis strikes me as true to the
spirit of the novel. In general, I should say at the outset, I am very much in
Saul Morson's minority camp on this question of Anna's attractiveness and
entrapment. I do not believe that Tolstoy was in any sense "in love with
Anna," nor did he pity her much, nor did he justify her behavior; and it is
quite possible, as Morson argues, that in the spirit of prosaics Tolstoy did
not honor his Anna with the epithet of "tragic heroine" at all. He did
consider her strong and beautiful, however, and was profoundly interested
in her-eager to see how her type of personality worked, in the same way
that Vladimir Nabokov would spear a gorgeous butterfly on a pin. For
Tolstoy, Anna was both guilty and fully responsible. But I would locate her
guilt and her "fall" in a different place than Morson's place, which is lying;
and I will try to define that place with the help of Tolstoy's treatise What is
Art?, Tolstoy's thoughts about love, and the early writings of Mikhail
Bakhtin.
But first the obvious, about which there oan be no doubt: Anna does
indeed lie. Even before her infidelity is technically accomplished, we learn
that "oHa 'fYBCTBOBaJla ce6S1 OlleTOI9 B HenpoHHuaeMylO 6POHIO nXH" (Part Two, ch.
9). Later, she develops the habit of "screwing up her eyes" (COWYPHTbCsr) so
as not to see the truth, and she learns to get a sort of pleasure (although
perhaps it is only relief) from lying. As Saul Morson puts the matter, with
minimal kindness: "The combination of Stiva's responsiveness and
dishonesty with a conscience leads her into habits of protective lying to
herself.
She wants to be unfaithful to Karenin, and knows there is no
justification for it."
Here my reservation begins. That fmal sequence of two sentences is
astonishing. What's left out is the fact that Anna fell in love. Need it really
be argued: that this love generated new needs and zones, new parts of
herself, in essence a different (although at points still continuous) potential
self. We see this zone already beginning to form on the train to Petersburg,
during a blizzard, in one of Tolstoy's most masterful psychological sequences
(Part One, ch. 29): "HepBbI ee, KaK CTPYHbI, HaTSlrHBaIOTCSI Bce Ty)Ke H 1)'>Ke••. rna38 ee
paCKpblB8IOTCSl6onbWe H 6onbwe," every detail betokens that onset of submission,
disorientation and delight that we associate .with powerful involuntary
commitment. That Vronsky is not, in any sense, "worth" this commitment
from a woman of Anna's calibre is important and, I am sure, deliberate. Love
rarely works in ways that make sense to outsiders. Tolstoy, with the perfect
taste and discretion that we fmd in writers and psychologists of genius, is
careful to keep even his own inquisitive authorial voice out any explanations
of genesis.
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What we do know about Anna's love is this. It is real, and it
continues to grow in depth and force throughout the novel. Anna is as
often made miserable as she is transfigured by the change this love brings
on in her person and personality. When the relationship is physically
consummated, after almost a year's delay, Vronsky feels as if he has
"murdered" her (the parallels between that scene and Adam and Eve's Fall
are explicit and powerfully suggestive 6 ). And we know also that this love
works to educate, arouse, elevate and improve the two men whom it touches.
The "education" set in motion by this love affects not only the husband
Karenin, whose initial reaction is viciously vindictive but who is then
moved to forgiveness-and who overall is sensitized and forced, through this
infidelity, to consider the "real-life" world. 7 It affects as well the lover
Vronsky, who comes initially on the scene with rather trivial human
material. As these men are made more complex by Anna's love, that same
love works to degrade, erode, re-simplify, and eventually to compromise
fatally Anna's own integrity.
But again, all Anna's pain does not excuse her. Just because she
"fell in love" does not mean that she is somehow tragic, heroic, exempt from
moral judgment, or not responsible. Nor is it to suggest that "society was to
blame" because, say, married women could not enjoy the sexual freedom
enjoyed by men. All such tragedic, sentimental, de-contextualized, or crudely
utopian-sociological readings of her fate would be anathema to Tolstoy, and
at any rate they flatten out everything of genuine interest in her story. I
wish to make this point only: that most certainly Anna. did not start out
"wanting to be unfaithful" and "knowing there was no justification for it."
As Tolstoy senses instinctively and conveys with consummate skill, Anna's
falling in love had nothing to do with Karenin and was not directed against
him; he was wholly irrelevant to it. That precisely is its cruelty. Any
other structuring of events suggests either a perverse Dostoevskian
experiment, something worthy of Stavrogin, or recalls Tolstoy in one of his
own later vortexing, simplifying phases, wh~re individual human love, with
its embarrassing drives, inexplicable requirements and enormous creative
power, has become simply a distraction from an ice-cold, collectively
justified, divine love.
So what can we say about Anna and the Lie? My problem with Anna
as Liar is not only that it ignores the fact of love, which can make truth
enormously rich and contradictory, but also that it suggests a rather
simplistic view of truth and falsehood. It suggests a positivistic and static
model, one where "A is the truth: the carrier of A wishes to avoid the truth
and so coats it with B, which is a lie." But in fact this is not how strong
inner displacements, discoveries, or creative potentials work. Both the
content and the container are under constant pressure; their contours
change. And here I would like to digress both forward and sideways, out of
the novel and into the late 1890s, to Tolstoy's treatise "liTO TaKoe HCKYCCTBO?"
Because the problem Tolstoy explicates in his theory of art has some
deceptive, although instructive, parallels with the problems he illustrates
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with "Anna in love." In Tolstoy's ultimate pantheon of powerful human
experience, art and love promise the same bliss and lead to the same
confusions. But whereas Tolstoy's understanding of love becomes more
complex as he matured-say, between the 1850s, when he fIrst outlined his
overly tidy three-part typology of love in "IOHocTb, II and the 1870s, the decade
of Anna Karenina-his understanding of art tended to narrow.
Taking Tolstoy's teachings as a whole, how are art and love similar?
Tolstoy begins with the assumption that both art and love are primarily
selfish gestures, that is, motivated more by the desire to give of yourself, out
of your own strength and fullness, than expose your need for the other's
possibly quite different (and possibly indifferent and incompatible) self.
Remember Tolstoy's definition: "art begins when one person, with the
purpose of joining others to himself in one and the same feeling," by means
of certain signs shares his feeling with another. Love is an outpouring of
expression, not an intake of impression. What is more, both spheres are
subject to the same terrible temptation: namely, in both the aesthetic and the
erotic, beauty can be mistaken for truth. In the opening chapters of What is
Art?, Tolstoy becomes quite defensive in his insistence, by every possible
scholarly hook and crook, that beau ty can be no criterion for art.
Analogously, throughout his fictioR of the sixties and seventies, starting
with Helene Kuragina, the reader is bombarded by examples of beautiful
women "speaking stupefying nonsense" and being credited as clever in ways
that plain girls could never manage. (Here again, in Tolstoy and in George
Eliot, we are privy to the revenge of the Princess Maryas and the Mary
Garths. 8 ) Beauty is quite simply a beast.
Lastly, Tolstoy considered art and love similar in that the feelings
they evoke, if the art and the love be "true," are straight-forward, accessible,
expressible, unambiguous, and-in the case of art-instantaneous.
But
here an instructive difference emerges: in matters of love, as opposed to art,
Tolstoy not only tolerates but insists upon extension in time. He combines
the simplicity and wholesomeness of expression that he demands of art
with ongoing, disciplined prosaic activity. Initially this requirement was
rather sophomoric and schematic. We recall, for example, that in his
maiden typology, inserted as chapter 24 in the early novella "Youth," Tolstoy
outlines three types of love: "KpacMBaSi nlO6oBb" [the desire to "be in love"
regardless of object, and therefore promiscuous and self-serving];
"OTBep:>KeHH3S1 nJ060Bb" [the desire to sacrifice oneself for love, impractical in
everyday life and emptily theatrical]; and a third type, ".neSlTenbH3S1 Jl106oBb"
[active love, made up of small continual servic~s and constant presence].
Needless to say, types # 1 and #2 are both revealed as false love, centering
as they do around the darknesses and destabilizing risks implicit in being
"in love"; only type #3, which does not exclude the erotic but cannot be
grounded in it, is prosaic through and through and thus love worthy of the
name. As Tolstoy gains in literary and life experience, this convenient but
facile typology, with its clean boundaries fostering the illusion that these
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three impulses can be easily differentiated, gives way' to the complex
infection, awakening, explosion and decay of Anna Karenina.
That is how matters stood with Tolstoy on love; and they remained at
a reasonably high level of sophistication, well into the late period (think, for
example, of the complex maturation of Katiusha Maslova in BocKpeceHbe).
But in matters of art, or at least in Tolstoy's theory of art, things became
increasingly schematic and thin.
The central problem, in my opinion, is
not the monologism of the "infection hypothesis"-although monologic and
unitary it certainly is; the problem is Tolstoy's increasing simplification of
the problem of expression. Mter the huge and richly mixed novels of the
middle years, artistic expression itself became less and less problematic for
Tolstoy. Let us briefly recall the "infection theory" as outlined in that 1897
treatise.
Tolstoy judges an artwork along two separate axes, true/ counterfeit
and moral/immoral.
Both are reasonably straightforward. For the
true/counterfeit axis, the standard of success is simply communicative: an
activity qualifies as true art if it satisfies the criterion of' aesthetic
"infectiousness"-that is, if one person evokes in another person the
feelings that he or she has lived through, and if that second person is, in
consequence, infected by those same feelings. ~ow, if infection is the sole
criterion for true art, it follows that any would-be artist can experience,
transmit, and infect others with a whole range of feelings, good as well as
bad. Hence the. second axis, moral versus immoral art.
Here, too,
compression of time ,and simplification of content is the rule-of reception
as well as expression. Good (that is, moral) art is accessible to everyone,
and if it is universal good art it "acts on people independently of their state
of development and education" (Chapter Ten).
To the commonsensical
objection that aesthetic experience (like love experience) is often complex,
perplexing, and dependent upon contradictory impulses only precariously
kept in balance, Tolstoy would say: although authentic, immoral art will
always be around and will inevitably infect us, we should strive wherever
possible to create opportunities for desirable sorts of infection to occurwhich, according to him, will always induce in the recipient feelings of
unity and of non-possessive, brotherly love.
In this quick survey of Tolstoy's mature ideas on art, several things
must be stressed. First, infection by emotion must take place
instantaneously. Apparently, infection can not spread out complexly
through time; it is not, in other words, a prosaic category.' Tolstoy had no
patience with artforms that require for their appreciation prolonged or
repeated exposure, arduous training, the mastery of new languages or
conventions. A related bias toward synchrony can be detected in Tolstoy's
theory of psychology as it relates to aesthetic pleasure. If properly tuned up,
it appears that our feelings can be transmitted on the sp<?t (unlike thoughts,
which are the province of words and presumably take time to elaborate);
emotions are presumed to deliver their charge and depart-and this
"discharge" of emotion, successfully accomplished, will then work toward
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unified rather than diversified ends.
Although each body in the
transaction is infected in its own way, bodies are meant to resonate together
in art, as they are in the most simplistic models of love; they are not meant
to feel more acutely their separateness or singularity.
Secondly, as long as artistic infection occurs on the spot, Tolstoy will
admit some variation in its degree, intensity, and ~ora1 force.
But if we
turn from the receiving to the giving end of the aesthetic transaction-and
remember, it is the giving end that matters in Tolstoy's theories of art and
love, for both are self-oriented, self-obsessed constructs, more concerned to
give of oneself than to develop curiosity about the other-we note that
Tolstoy takes precise expression more or less for granted. To be sure, he
does make some passing reference to technique-his famous mention of
"qyrb-'1yrb," for example, those "minute degrees" of adjustment required in the
execution of art and his conviction that "art begins where the 'wee bit'
begins"-but overall, expression simply takes care of itself. Getting there
causes Tolstoy no anxiety at all; or rather, if true feeling is there, it will be
communicated and will reveal sameness.
In short, Tolstoy appears to assume that all honestly experienced
feelings are stable, fully translatable and transmittable.
Because they do
not rely on the cunning of words, they can always find a luminous and
easily accessible outlet. An exemplary scene for this psychology is Lyovin
and Kitty's ultimate conquest of each other (Part Four, ch. 13)-surely every
nervous lover's dream scenario. Although wholly estranged from one
another by her earlier confusion and by their joint bad timing, now Kitty
meets him with eyes full of rapture; he, as we know, has never ceased to
love her; words begin to fall away (that is, she can paraphrase his argument
about why people' disagree with one another in a trice, so simply and
succinctly that Lyovin can only marvel: "OHa snonHe yral1~a ••• ");
she
accomplishes this transition "OT 3anyraHHoro, MHorocnOBHoro cnopa... K 3TOMy
HCHOMy, 6e3 enOB nO'lTH, coo6weHHH caMbiX cnOXHblX MbicneA" with such" effortless
grace, there could hardly be a better description of both pure art and pure
love.
In the culminating chalk-game, of course, words are reduced to
almost nothing at all, to mere placeholders, to a conversation where "sce
6b1no CK3JaHO" without having to say it because everything that matters is
already wholly there. If, in the larger cosmos of human psychologies, we
favor Dostoevsky over Tolstoy, this scene will neither excite nor interest us;
it will have a utopian texture and its one-way movement will grate on us.
Tolstoy loves this direct-transmission type of love, of emotion, and (in his
role as theorist) of art.
In that essay, Tolstoy is disinterested and ungenerous to obscure,
transitory, hybrid, contradictory or unidentifiable emotions. Feelings that are
part bliss, part baseness, part plain old dark and nameless flow do not
invite lucid description. . There is no place in his later theories of art for
those lingering and depre~sing feelings that can cause genuine insecurity,
terror and anxiety in us, as opposed to the straightforward impulses of hope,
joy, anger, disappointment, lust, banal jealousy-feelings that can. be more
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readily focused and discharged. It is as if Tolstoy returns, in his treatise on
art, to the essentially hydraulic view of self-expression he had as'sociated
with the Rostov family in War and Peace -where honest expression, for good
or for ill, was equivalent to a healthy spontaneous overflow of narcissistic
feeling. About such straightforward feelings one can, I guess, "lie": that is,
one can isolate them in time, express them and then falsify them. But the
inarticulate, self-cancelling emotions, precisely because they resist compact
factoring and ready expression, must strike Tolstoy the theorist as unworthy
of transmission and perhaps even as not real. In short, for Tolstoy, creative
expression is simply not a problem. He will not take it seriously.
And
Tolstoy's dismissal of the anguish of expression in his mature discussions of
art is, I believe, of utmost relevance to his treatment of the workings of love.
For marvelously, Tolstoy's genius is such that his actual working-out of
human experience in narrative prose always generates truths and problems
that no single sphere of knowledge, no single theory, can resolve. Just
such a truth and problem is his complex condemnation of Anna Karenina.
It is my hypothesis that Anna, the subject of such spectacular
portraits, becomes, over time and as the result of a series of complicated
choices, "decayed art." Initially her love for Vronsky, like all deep love, is a
complex amalgam of Tolstoy's types # 1, 2, and 3; it has potential impulses
toward the "beautiful," the "self-sacrificing," and the "active" expression. But
because of her subsequent choices, her love finds itself left with
increasingly diminished territory on which to practice active expression,
that is, a type 3 Ipve. Anna herself determines that this be so.
Her
responsibility becomes clear in what I fmd to be the most excruciating and
depressing episode in the entire novel, its point of no return, Dolly's visit to
Anna (Part Six, ch. 16-24).
Let us review Dolly-a model Shcherbatskaia wife with some
Oblonsky virtues acquired through contiguity. Saul Morson is certainly right:
Dolly represents very good values indeed. But her understanding of love is
limited almost entirely to family love; thus her initial advice for her sisterin-law Anna ("anything but divorce" because then Anna would be "no one's
wife," Vronsky might abandon her, Serezha might be mistreated as a
stepchild) indicates ignorance and poor instincts about the nature of Anna
and Vronsky's bond. When, riding in the carriage to Vronsky's estate, she
fantasizes her own possible love affair, she is clearly out of her depth. Her
wishful projections deal not at all with the knowledge, benefits and
pleasures such an experience might bring to her lover and -herself, but only
with its effects on Oblonsky, her unfaithful husband, whose "y.aHBneHHe H
3aMewaTenbcTBo" at receiving the news causes her to smile.
(How
characteristic, again, of Tolstoy's genius: to see from within his heroes and
heroines exactly what they would see, to see the inadequacies that grow out
of virtue.) Unlike Anna, Dolly is tightly and essentially ti~d to her husband,
whose movements determine the rhythms of her life. We learn that she
loves him despite his awful frivolities; throughout the novel she conceives,
gives birth, nurses and buries their children. Obionsky provides her with
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that responsibility and, as it were, material-which is, for her, an
indispensible identity, the values by which she lives. Even though Dolly
reduces and relates all love to the rights of family, still, it could be arguedand I would so argue-that because of the patience and practical wisdom
nurtured in that prosaic family sphere, she can see even alien terrain
clearly and well.
What does Tolstoy permit her to see on that visit, a
stretch of eight chapters narrated entirely in Dolly's zone?
What she sees is not only that Anna is again beautiful, vigorous,
deeply in love, and that Vronsky-whom Dolly had never much liked-has
qualities that make him worthy of love.
More importantly, Dolly has
alternating talks tete-a.-tete with both Anna and Vronsky; she alone is the
conduit for each of their deepest separate anxieties, which are joined only
in the reader. Vronsky, we recall, begs Dolly to help him persuade Anna to
request a divorce from Karenin; he is distraught that any future children
will continue to be legally Karenins; he confesses that their present life, so
brilliant and suffused with reciprocal love, is in fact "Y)Kac" and "TSlrocTb."
That evening Dolly has her talk with Anna. There we learn that there will
be no future children; and the shock is not, of course, the rights or wrongs
of birth control-that is a shock only within Dolly's limited sphere-but the
reader's sudden realization how powerfully Anna misunderstands that value
by which she herself lives, which is Vronsky's love: " iTbi noAMH, JI He )KeH8 ,'" she
tells Dolly. "...·M '1TO)K, "IeM R nOl1llep~ ero nJ06oBb? BoT 3THM??' OHa Bbl1lIHyHa 6enble
PyKH npell JKHBOTOM." The gesture is literally pregnant with patterns of
thought that will defme Anna's ultimate fate. For Vronsky has already moved
to a "type 3" love, to active love-which need not, of course, be identical to
family love or denigrate the erotic but which does require mature husbandry,
a pragmatic assessment of what exists, and an eagerness to occupy oneself
with an expanding set of obligations and tasks spread out around the
beloved.
Anna, however, is fIXed, or fIXated, on an earlier and simpler
static model, a variant of "KpaCMBaJI nI06oBb," in which her beauty remains for
her beloved the single central thing.
Which is to say, she does not
understand how mature Vronsky has become as a lover; and thus her own
opportunities for practicing "active love" become increasingly rare, and
eventually non-existent.
A key to Anna's responsibility in this matter can be found,
interestingly, in Tolstoy's shift from musical toward more visual-art
analogies between art and life. Music-and, one could argue, the 'temporal
arts generally-had governed the healthy aesthetics of War and Peace, where
life's "rhythms" are sanctioned and blessed.
Art as dynamic, integrated
forward movement hatches love among dancing couples at balls, bestows an
ecstasy of well-being upon those who listen to folk music at Uncle's after the
hunt, and even permits poor Nikolai Rostov, hearing his sister take a high
note, to forget his humiliating gambling losses and again confirm life. In
Anna Karenina, music is replaced by death-bearing parallels between life and
visual art, and especially between death and the portrait. (It is worth noting
that Kitty and Lyovin, destined for healthy and fertile family love, spend
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very little time in front of mirrors and none at all sittin'g for portraitsexcept in that transitory, corrupted context where the infatuated painter
Petrov does Kitty's portrait at the spa [Part Two, ch. 33]. Both Lyovin and
Kitty are handsome people and neither is free of physical vanity, but the
movement of their lives does not need to be registered in that way.)
Unlike, however, some feminist and quasi-feminist readings of Anna
Karenina in recent years that have noted the centrality of the heroine's
portraits,9 I have little sympathy with the thesis that Anna is, in any of the
senses of that word, "framed," or a victim of the "male gaze"-whatever that
is-or that she is violated in her freedom because of the arresting beauty that
artists, uncannily, seem to be able to catch. I prefer to award Anna more
respect and dignity as a person, and as a creator of her own person. (She is
the one, after all, who insists that Vronsky express his love for her largely
through this sort of gaze; and he remains under its spell a good deal longer
than most spouses and lovers.) Although Anna fatally overestimates its role
in Vronsky's love, her physical beauty is, for her, just part of her
complicated life, not the full-time occupation that portrait artists would have
to make it. Anna has inner tasks too. And her story is intended as a
"lesson," after all, precisely because she does not merely illustrate a moral
dilemma; she creates it. We recognize here some common ground between
Tolstoy's Anna Karenina and Dostoevsky's The Idiot, whose suicide-bearing
heroine Nastasya Filippovna also selects to "live her life as if it were a
nov.el." Like Anna, Nastasya Filippovna is very beautiful and surrounded by
disturbingly static portraits and reflections of herself; she too ceases to hear
others and is incr~easingly drawn to look. And Dostoevsky's heroine also
'continues .to choose her own fate, right up until the end. To sum up the
ideas in this section, let me speculate further on music and love.
What does it mean to have art and love-fraudulent as well as reallinked by music rather than by portraiture? That force which in War and
Peace unfolded through sound and through time, for good or for ill, is now
caught in space and pasted down, in the splendid portraits of Anna and in
the experience of the artist Mikhailov in Italy. In this sense, again" Anna
Karenina marks the same move in Tolstoy's writerly career that The Idiot
appears to do in Dostoevsky's: after triumph in more polyphonic or dialoguecentered novels, suddenly there is stasis, icons, visual imagery, and many
more moments where words do not communicate but portraits can transfIX.
What can music accomplish that visual art and portraiture cannot?
First of all, music must happen in real time, and it is accretive: like prosaic
values and prosaic habits, music accumulates in its effects and wholeness.
It also must be performed in an ongoing present, not merely completed by
the artist and then gazed at by the spectator (such was the case, at least, for
nineteenth-century culture; recording devices for sound were invented only
at the very end of Tolstoy's life). What a live performance', musical or
otherwise, does best is to force all parties into the rewards and risks of the

immediate present.
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This is the special anxiety of music and other performing arts-and it
is of a very different sort than the anxiety of, say, such spatial arts as
sculpture, visual art, architecture, or even of music's sister-art in the
temporal realm, literature.
(For literary works have a spatial as well as a
temporal dimension; not only can the literary artist work over drafts and
proofs during off-stage private time, as long as required to "get it right," but
the final results are preserved, bound, held in the hand and opened and
closed at will.) Tolstoy's fascination and discomfort with the "performative
present" structured many aspects of his realism.
Among them are his
suspicion that "real happenings in life" could never be recorded after the
event in anything like honest narrative; his search for ever more legitimate
literary strategies to portray the dying process; and his hypersensitivity
toward all human activities requiring shrewd timing, acutely tuned
initiatives, and high ignition-such as sex.
When music is replaced by
icons or portraiture, this anxiety is frozen, taken out of time, made easier to
pinpoint and pass judgment on. In Anna Karenina, governed as it is by
portraits, the temporal axis is vulnerable. Unless constant moral work is
put in (and not all characters possess the necessary energy: Koznyshev and
Anna, for example, lack it), events and persons in this novel tend toward
stasis or paralysis. With this general thesis in mind, I would now like to
circle in o~ Anna's tragedy, and on what I consider-as an alternative to
Saul Morson's "lie"-the cause of Anna's "fall."
There are at least three familiar explanations for the tragedy of Anna
Karenina. The first we might call the Old-Testament argument:: that she
was unfaithful, punished for this infidelity, and the search for moral
resolution need go no further.
Such is the position of the Old-World
merchant in "Kreutzer Sonata." Woman is a leaky vessel. Whosoever looketh
upon a woman lustfully commits adultery in his heart-and a woman's
lustful looking is subject to the same prohibition. In this' explanation,
Anna's sin was the sin of bad content, a single bad piece of behavior and a
boundary crossed; the context or value of the resultant love relation, to her
and to others, need not concern us because the ban is absolute.
Did
Tolstoy endorse this argument? The novel's epigraph from Paul's Epistle to
the Romans, 12: 19, "MHe OTMweHHe, H A3 B03D.aM" (Vengeance is mine, I will
repay [saith the Lord]) suggests that he might, but the epigraph itself is
open to several interpretations.
Preferable to me is the reading that
emphasizes precisely the final phrase not cited by Tolstoy: "roBopHT rOCnOD.b,"
"saith the Lord"; with its implication that it is not you on earth, with your
limited perspective and partial understandings, who should punish
transgression, but rather I the Lord God.
Even Tolstoy, in his role as
author, is denied the right to dispense ultimate justice.
Also speaking
against an Old-Testament explanation is the fact that in matters of moral
behavior, Tolstoy was not accustomed to making gender distinctionsexcept, perhaps, in women's favor. 10 For all his patriarchal trappings and
traditional family values, Tolstoy does not punish Anna primarily "as a
woman."
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The second explanation might be called the "true love"/ "Tristan and
Isolde" argument.
Tolstoy believed that most cultured people had been
raised to expect this sort of true-love plot from novels. Acccording to this
model, romantic love is the world's highest good and peak experience;
when it strikes one must submit to it, for "love has its reasons." Thus Anna
is a tragic, and tragically trapped, heroine.
The sin of the novel is not
Anna's behavior or priorities but the trap she is in-married to one man,
loving another-and to blame is the oppressive social environment that
proves an obstacle to true love. What would Tolstoy's attitude have been
toward this position? He would have despised it, for it contradicted every
tenet of his "active love." For him, Tristan and Isolde was one of the world's
most frivolous and harmful plots.
The third explanation is the prosaic one, which we have just
entertained. Much suggests that Tolstoy did embed a wide array of prosaic
values in this novel. Indeed, he might even have agreed with Saul Morson
that Anna really loved Alexei Karenin "just fine," and that in retrospect, the
way their marriage had stabilized would have been best for her and for him.
Tolstoy, of course, would be the first to reject the legitimacy of a
retrospective re-ordering of life's events. But even with that reservation, as
has become clear, I am not entirely comfortable-nor do I believe Tolstoy
would have been comfortable-with prosaics as it relates to all aspects and
stages of love.
Was the Karenin marriage a good one? Was Varenka more or less
happy because Koznyshev ultimately could not bring himself to propose to
her? Did Tatiana Larina and her old general have any children? These are
questions that the literary text does not answer or address. We do have
hints: for example, we know that Karenin's famously large ears that Anna
suddenly notices getting off the train in Petersburg, and his habitually
ironic greeting of her, triggered in her a long-familiar feeling akin to playacting or even hypocrisy (Part One, ch. 30: "YYBCTBO TO 6blno n.aBHHwHee,
3HaKOMoe qyBCTBO, nOXO)Kee Ha COCTOHHHe npHTBopcTBa, KOTopoe OHa HcnblTblBana B
OTHoweHHHX K My)Ky... If) We also later learn that for several years, long before
the advent of Vronsky, Anna had knowingly assumed the role-part sincere,
part exaggerated-of a "mother living for her son" (Part Three, ch. 15)-a
routine sign of a marriage gone stale or flattening out. We get little other
than hints, in part because a blackout on Anna's prehistory was apparently
part of Tolstoy's design, in part because Tolstoy is wonderfully chaste in his
authorly activity vis-a.-vis other people's intimate lives. Always aware of
sexual energy, reluctant to separate it from other traits of personality, on
deeply private matters Tolstoy is nevertheless not a voyeur. 1 1
Methodologically, therefore, it is not entirely just to assume that since little
is said about Anna's marriage, the few sentences that are said necessarily
take on extraordinary weight and significance.
Certainly, as Saul Morson
quotes, Anna upon her return from Moscow "looked at Karenin fondly, the
way one looks at the person one loves."
But of course: sensible,
disciplined, tactful people, as the Karenin couple are at the beginning of the
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novel, might not get from life what they need but they certainly believe in
making maximal goo.d out of what they get. Such affectionate, accommodating gestures between husband and wife as we do see do not give
outside readers of her situation grounds to conclude that after meeting
Vronsky, Anna had to "train herself in cruelty" in order to unlove her
husband. Even disregarding Karenin's initial vindictiveness and the fact
that he does appear to care more for social opinion than for fact, Anna in
love simply becomes aware in a different way.
She ceases, and rather
abruptly, to put in the work required to make the weak and ridiculous sides
of a person one loves~in this case, Karenin-acceptable, understandable
and dear, which is the primary work of love's zone.
Such work is
transferred to Vronsky. Anna was at times aghast at this shift in awareness
.and behaved grotesquely under its pressure. Thus to bring Karenin's
"voided" zone and Vronsky's field of love into actual contact was unbearable;
and at her most honest, when all her defenses are down after a near-death
in childbirth, Anna is left with what is, for her, inexpressible and
absolutely contradictory realities.
This is the "anguish of expression" I
remarked upon earlier, that which makes so problematic and unpersuasive
Tolstoy's theory of art, governed as it is by the myth that expressibility is
easy and taken for granted. Unable to. move beyond the temptation of her
transflXing portraits, Anna ceases to be able to express a love growing though
time. She becomes decayed art.
These reservations asid~, however, one part of the prosaics thesis
strikes me as indisputably correct. Anna ruined herself grad-ually, by a
series of small choices, emanating from that one large, initial onset of love.
If we are looking for real-life lessons in Anna Karenina-that is, if we choose
to read this novel as a prosaics, as a splendidly constructed novel that can
help' us resist the temptation to live our lives like novels-t~en we might
well conclude that this ruination did not have to happen the way it did. In
the central body of the novel, for example, ruination was not inevitable for
the two men affected by Anna's love, both of whom become increasingly
more complex and attractive, more loving, more willing to make real
adjustments to accommodate Anna's needs. Whereas Anna, in turn,
becomes less and less willing to see: "screwing up her eyes," turning away,
taking morphine, she continues provocatively to insist that she is still
undecided, that the defmitive choice is yet to come. And she remains boldly
on display, as if in theatre.
So Anna disgraces, undermines and trivializes herself as the novel
progresses. This state of affairs, as we have seen, leads Saul Morson to the
delicious suggestion that Dolly is the real heroin"e of the novel, in the sense
that she embodies its most cherished values.
In Dolly's lengthy visit to
Anna, we do indeed come to realize how very attractive, honest, smart,
strong, and (in some peculiar way) fortunate Dolly Oblonskaia is. Still, to
make Dolly the moral pivot of the novel is, I believe, too monologic (in
general, prosaics applied too thickly risks becoming monologic). This is a
novel-and Anna is the most dynamic, interesting, conflicted and gifted
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character in it. Although she carries few of the novel's virtues, she does
carry its most productive lessons. Dolly is virtuous but static; after we
become familiar with her burden, we admire her for carrying on, but she
does not continue to deliver especially interesting lessons. What, then, are
Anna's lessons?
With this question we arrive at my own interpretation of "Anna's fall,"
our fourth. It combines parts of the above three explanations, incorporates a
bit of Chekhov, but differs from them in that it attempts to make equally
central to the novel, as the orthodox prosaic explanation does not, both the
problem of everyday morality and the awful reality of a mistimed, but clearly
deep and authentic, love. For it is my hypothesis that in his Anna
Karenina, Tolstoy was investigating not a Madame Bovary (the life and death
of a sentimental, hopelessly limited woman, from whom little of interest or
value could be expected), nor a proponent of free love, like George Sand's
ruthless, fascinating Creole Indiana; nor even one of Jane Austen's delicate
ethical dilemmas such as the one faced by Anne Elliott over the matter of
her engagement to the Captain in Persuasion. None of those heroines come
on the scene with Anna's gifts. None are presented as so compellingly
attractive while simultaneously denied any sustained sympathy from their
author-creator. None suffer Anna's unexplained blanked-out past, nor enjoy
her extraordinary ability to make the world aesthetically a richer place, long
after she herself has lost all interest in it and all control over it. Here is
that argument.
Anna and Vronsky fell in love. That is a given. And of the several
outsiders privy to.:this love, only Stiva Oblonsky, that great facilitator and
reconciler with reality, is consistently honest about it.
On both a moral
and a pragmatic level, I completely endorse Oblonsky's account of things to a
desperate Anna in Part Six, ch. 21, during one of those critical windows
when something might have been done.
"$I HalJHY C Haqana," he tells his
sister bluntly:
- Tbl Bblwna 3aM}')K 3a lIenOBeKa, KOTOpblH Ha llBaauaTb neT CTapwe Te6S1. TbI
BblllUla 33M}')K 6e3 nlO6BI1, HJlH He 3HaSi nI06BH. 3m 6blJlO OWI16Ka, nOnO)I(HM.
-

Y)l(3cHaSi OlliH6Ka!-cKaJana AHHa.

Ho SI nOBTopSlIO: 3TO cOBepwHBwHHCSI <l>aKT. nOTOM Tbl HMeJla, CKa)KeM,
HeClIaCTbe nOJl106HTb He CBoero My)I(a. 3TO HeClIaCTbe, HO 3TO TO)l(e
cOBepwHBwHHCSI <l>aKT. Ii M}')K TBOH npH3Han HnpocTHn 3TO.
Oblonsky understands and forgives "accomplished facts."
He also
understands that his sister's love is one of those tragedies of timing that do
occur, and that this love is real-as, say, Anna Sergeevna's and Dmitri
Gurov's love turns out to be real in ")laMa C co6allKoH," much to their
astonishment and to their mutual enrichment and salvation. This love has
its legitimacy. And it is only at this point, after the established fact of the
love and not earlier, that Tolstoy the moralist enters. For here is a moral
situation genuinely worth testing.
Love, and especially badly-timed love,
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requires a responsibility and sense of duty from the lovers in equal measure
to its force-which is to say, it insists upon a sensitivity to real events much
greater than anything ever asked, say, of Kitty Lyovin. Responsibility, in
Anna's case, means making a choice. Such choices are presented to her at
regular intervals throughout the novel, but she always repeats her initial
misfortune of timing.
Two episodes are especially telling. The first is noteworthy because
Tolstoy tells us so little about it; if we adopt Morson's happy phrase, it is
"hidden in plain view" and thus a prime marker of prosaic importance. At
what will become the precise midpoint of the novel, the last four chapters of
Part Four, we get the first possible way out, in a serious of marvelous,
almost Dostoevskian coincidences in timing. Oblonsky persuades Karenin
to a divorce; then Karenin, with Dolly's help, mounts many reasons against
it, all of them wrong; but confused and sensitized to Christian forgiveness,
Karenin agrees to grant a divorce all the same; Betsky Tverskaia then
manages to catch Vronsky just before he leaves for Tashkent; a passionate
reunion takes place between the two lovers Anna and Vronsky, both still
convalescent. And then-in a stunning show of compression and authorial
self-control, Tolstoy withholds all further information and ends Part Four
with the astonishing statement that, a month later, "AHHa c BPOHCKHM yexana
Ja rpaHHUY, He nonytlHB pa3Bolla 1-1 peWHTenbHO OTKaJaBWHCb OT Hero."
So a divorce
was offered and was refused. But how did it happen, and into what timeand-space warp in the novel did this crucial event disappear?
The second episode occurs much later in the novel, Dolly's re-opening
of the theme of divorce during her visit, where Anna is explicit about her
refusal to choose. It is a choice, she says, between son and lover. "TonbKo
3TH ,nBS cyweCT83 SI nJ06JIIO, Ii O,llHO HCKJlJOtlaeT llPYroe. ~ He MOry HX coellHHHTb, a 3TO MHe
OllHO HyxHO. A ecJIH nora HeT, TO sce pasHo" (Part Six, ch. 24).
But the choice, of
course, is already made.
Leaving for Italy with Vronsky, moving with him
to the country: those are already "accomplished facts." And the categorical
nature of Anna's stubborn, deadended treatment of her world. as still
somehow unacted upon, as a theoretically "open" place where she can have
it all, turns the misfortune of her original love into a mistake.
I stress that Anna's misfortune only now becomes a "mistake" because,
in my reading, that first meeting and falling in love was not a event for
which Anna was strongly-that is, guiltily-responsible.
Love and falling
in love is grace, a gift. I suspect that this position will be about as popularbut so be it-as Morson's and Dostoevsky's position on Stiva Oblonsky as
petty devil and thus as incarnation of evil. For physical love and grace that
has its way with the world triggers dark resentment in the reader and strikes
us as unfair (Dostoevsky understood this well). Tolstoy plays masterfully
upon our reflexes here, bids us to let go and throw that stone, watch the
beautiful thing come apart. In this connection I must record my irritation at
those readings of Anna at .the first Moscow ball, where she allegedly "stole
Vronsky from Kitty." Nonsense. Kitty did not have Vronsky in any event.
That was the whole point: he was not going to propose. If not Anna, then
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some other woman would have caught his eye; did the philandering Gurov
have any idea that Anna Sergeevna was his Anna Sergeevna, on that windy
afternoon in Yalta? Vronsky only becomes serious, as Gurov only becomes
serious, after the fact, that is, after he has put in energy, risk and time.
But Vronsky is not just serious about Anna; he becomes increasingly
pragmatic in his relations with her, aware of himself, and responsible. 12
He develops prosaically. If she obtains a divorce he wishes to marry her;
he turns down a promotion and his career comes to a halt so as not to leave
her; he is patient to a fault, and he who had lived by precise (if perhaps
trivial and pedantic) rules comes to know vagueness and terrible self-doubt.
He tries to kill himself when Anna, in delirium, re-embraces Karenin.
Karenin, too, at select and painful times in his ordeal, is willing to forgive,
compromise, accommodate. These are Tolstoyan heroes in the prosaic style
of Chekhov-and one begins to breathe again, because there is so much more
room for love. But Anna?
She had a choice: either remain with her husband and thus keep her
son, her respectable name and home, or join formally with Vronsky and lose
her son. In no way could she have had both lover and son, but she could
have had one or the other. Having made her choice, that is, having acted,
she continues to behave as if "nothing had happened."
When, after her
ugly scene with Vronsky over his attendance" at the elections, she does
finally write to request a divorce, it is for the wrong reason: to bind
Vronsky to her by marriage so that, regardless of her behavior and his
reaction to it, he ~nnot leave her. And it is too late~
In this fatal
reluctance to acknowledge established facts, then, and not in her initial
love, Anna sins-although not in the silly sense of "breaking a code." The
primary issue here is surely not infidelity per see Anna's real transgression
cannot be located in any single act (Tolstoy had much too acute a sense of
duration) but must be engraved, like all life-values, in ongoing time. For it
is not so much a given act, we might say, as it is one's pattern of response
to an act over time that creates prosaic value.
Would Tolstoy have agreed with this thesis, that Anna's major sin is
not in her transgression but in her unwillingness, once having
"accomplished that fact," to choose?
It is hard to say, but one might
speculate. Tolstoy was both patriarchal and precociously modern on the
women question. 13 By the 1870s, out of the huge repertoire of European
novel-plots, an act of sexual transgression had become wholly banal. Just
writing on that theme at all might well have been a novelistic ploy of the
sort Tolstoy loved to dangle in front of his readers, just as he had undone
the exotic "Southern" or caucasus tale with his own Cossacks and had
parodied Chernyshevsky's cliche-ridden plots in the early 1860s. To me it
seems unlikely that Tolstoy, who was deeply sympathetic to women's
disadvantage wherever he detected it, much more appre.ciative of "women's
work" than of the usual male occupations of his class, and a nay-sayer to all
writerly conventions, would have bothered to pass merely conventional
judgment on this matter. 14
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Nor should we forget the carefully plotted absence of plot in this
matter of Anna's marriage to Karenin. Tolstoy tells us nothing at all about
the bride's reactions, interests or energies in response to that past event;
the whole story is tucked into Karenin 's biography, late in Part Five, and it
is one of the coldest silences in the whole novel. Karenin, who so little
trusts emotional expression, merits a pre-history;. Anna does not. It is
doubtlessly true, as Tolstoy remarks and as Saul Morson emphasizes, that
Karenin did the "honorable thing" in proposing marriage to Anna
Oblonskaia, having visited her aunt's house one more time than was proper.
But surely "honor" is not all that is at stake in these situations. Why should
that story rest entirely in Karenin's zone, and why did the captivating
Princess Oblonskaia have to be so furtively married off? Tolstoy tells us
nothing, but one suspects that Anna did not have a say in this most crucial
of life decisions in the same way that Princess Kitty Shcherbatskaia had a
say with her Lyovin, or the remarkable Mademoiselle Varenka had a say-or
at least a situation-with Koznyshev. So Anna's sin, we are again led to
believe, is not primarily that at last she fell in love, but the fact that having
thus fallen she was unwilling to raise herself, and others, up by
acknowledging the consequences of this love.
Here, then, are my final observations, which reconnect with the
prosaicist thesis although from a somewhat different moral perspective.
Regardless of the absolutist epigram, Tolstoy's morality in Anna Karenina is
more insistently oriented toward "process," I would argue, than it is toward
any "predetermined content." As such, the novel recommends a peculiar type
of individual ethical imperative, one that Mikhail Bakhtin, in his early
philosophical writings, opposed to the normative ethics prescribed by the
Kantian categorical imperative (Bahktin, PoA). Such ethics makes possible
an "architectonic" model of the self. A few words about this category.
The architectonic self is quite distinct from the other, more famously
familiar dialogic and carniualistic selves of Bakhtin's later work. (The
dialogic self, heavily in thrall to the Other, is always at risk for relativism
and knows the balm of openended words; the carnivalistic self, in fact more
an attitude and a presumption of fearlessness, is hardly a self at all.) In
contrast, the primary responsibility of the architectonic self-the first self
that Bakhtin ever articulated and a model of personhood with tough-minded
pragmatic attributes-is not to share an "I" but to ground and cohere an "I".
This cohering can happen only when the "I" "signs" or "puts its signature"
on an personal act. Until this signing occurs, the self is in no condition to
interact with others.
Surprisingly perhaps, Bakhtin insists that the unity,
e.QHHCTBO (or as he would prefer, the uniqueness,· ellHHcTBeHHocTb) that makes
up my identity has little to do with the content of the acts I sign-for none
of us can be that fully in control of our opportunities, potentials, and fatesand everything to do with acknowledging these acts as my own (39).
Several refreshing things flow from this model of the self, and they
might cast some new light on Anna's "fall" in the context of Tolstoy's quite
unsentimental notions of personhood. First, in designing the architectonic
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self and its potential to act in the world, Bakhtin is quite indifferent to
justice, to victimization, to the Absolute, and to such common questions in
novels of transgression as "Who is to blame?" and "Why has this happened
to me?" He is concerned solely with one crucial aspect of an act: once it
has happened to me, am I willing to sign it? My signature on an act does
not mean that I caused it or even that I approve of it; it means only that I
acknowledge it as existing, and that I will not withdraw into fantasy or
denial in the face of it. Recall the eternal Russian question "YTO .nenaTb 1,"
"What is to be done?" To this question Bakhtin would say: until a given,
unique, unrepeatable "I" signs an act, nothing can be done. My integrity and
continuity is not guaranteed by stringing together a series of consciously
chosen, compatible units of content (the world we live in, fall in love with,
find ourselves obliged to act in, is rarely composed of compatible parts),' but
only by a string of personal signatures. Whatever I sign, I must work with;
if I make a habit .of refusing to sign, for whatever reason, I forfeit identity.
The verdict on Anna Karenina, then. She does not "sign" her series
of acts, and thus, regardless of who is to blame in her large and complexly
pressured life, she fails the architectonic standard. It:l each of her various
crises of choice, her first concern is to persuade those who are trying to
help her that choice is in fact impossible and that the world is still open
and free: Vronsky when he learns of her pregnancy and wishes to consider
it "decisive" ["J,13 BCSlKoro nOnO)l(eHHSI eCTb BbIXOll. Hy>KHO peW"TbCH tI]; Karenin
when he opens up and breaks down during his wife's near-fatal illness;
Oblonsky when he ~ies to negotiate a divorce; Dolly when she queries
Anna on the same'" (as Anna puts her case stubbornly to Dolly, "Tbl He
MO)l(eWb nOHHMaTb....51 CTapalOCb BOBee He CMOTPeTb"). Anna sees what she is
doing, of course, in refusing to see.
Unlike the less gifted, less "tested
heroines of those other great European novels, there is never a question of
Anna being by nature too limited, or too melodramatically drawn, or too
"fated." Tolstoy had no interest in such thin or passive carriers of life's
energy. He gives us an Anna who actively, willfully tries to have no stand
at all" to have no view on events; but her life is, alas, an event. The act is
ongoing; she has simply not signed it.
Why does Anna refuse to sign?
There are two answers to that, I
think, a Tolstoyan and a Dostoevskian one. The Tolstoyan answer is
prosaic. In her great love Anna lived minute to minute, she .refused to
acknowledge her acts, she came to structure her life from within as a series
of false dichotomies that made choice between them ever more unlikely;
and the result was an increasing paralysis of expression.
Again it is her
brother Stiva, incu.rably healthy, radiant, so rarely at a loss for words,. who
catches her in this mental maneuver (Part Six, ch. 21). "~-KaK HaTHHyTaSi
CTPyHa, KOTOpa~ ,non)l(Ha nOnHyTb," Anna says in despair, recalling to us that
initial scene on the train to Petersburg, where her. nerves, under the
pressure of her expanding love, began to stretch like strings.
" H H q e ro, "
Stiva insists, never one to remain in the grip of a metaphor or a premonition
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and so at home with the pleasures-and the potential-of every passing
minute. "MO)l(HO nOTHXOHbKY cnycTIITb CTPYHY. HeT nOnO)l(eHI1S1, 113 KOToporo He 6blJlO 6bl
Bblxolla." But Anna does not want an exit. And her brother understands
intuitively that it is precisely expression of self that she resists: "...
nOHHMalO, '-ITO Tbl He MO)l(elllb B3S1Tb Ha ce6S1, lfT06bl BblCKa3aTb CBoe )l(enaHHe, CBoe
qYBCTBO. " When Anna answers that she wishes nothing, that she wishes
only that it all be over, we see her special, clear-eyed stubbornness-the
stubbornness that will assert itself with such awful vengeance in her final
monologue. And we are reminded that in Tolstoy's aesthetic, both early and
late, without clear self-expression there can be no "type 3" love, no active
loving within a well-defined reciprocal sphere. Kitty, Dolly, even the trivial
Sappho Stolz have access to this sort of love; Anna alone rejects it.
The Dostoevskian answer is pathological and thus can do without
Oblonsky, everyone's prosaic muse.
In this reading, the fallen Anna, like
Nastasya Filippovna, is insisting on se(fpunishment-and thus, whether in
sunny Italy or on Vronsky's Russian estate, she fears that she does not
deserve to be so happy. When her happiness corrodes (arid Tolstoy brings
on this corrosion with terrible speed), Anna hastens to confrrm (as she tells
her brother in the above exchange): "51 He n.on)l(Ha cnacaTbcSI." But at work
here is not only stubbornness, self-deception and self-lacerating guilt.
Anna's hatred for Karenin can also reach cruel Dostoevskian dimensions, as
when she blurts out to Vronsky, "EcnH 6bl SI 6blna Ha era MeCTe ... SI 6bl .naBHO
y6Hna, SI 6b1 pa30pS3J1a Ha KyCKy 3T}'xeHy, TaKylO, KaK SI ••• " (Part Four, ch. 3).
It
could well be that at some level it is an inner sense of her own irretrievable
transgression, whether "her fault" or no, that drives Anna to suicide, just as
it drove Nastasya Filippovna toward Rogozhin's knife.
But I prefer the drawn-out prosaic version, the architectonic version,
of Anna's fate. She becomes increasingly unable to conduct genuine
dialogues, because as the novel procedes she has increasingly less, not
more, of a cohered inner "I" attached to acts that she acknowledges herself
as authoring. Her final profligate monologue both sucks the world in, and
spins it away. In this dynamic we see a most exquisite perversion of the
initial blessing of love, that urge toward an idealization of the beloved image
that provides it with the space, security and tolerance to improve. It is this
special sort of "seeing" that Anna lavishes on Vronsky with such abandon.
(To cease being seen in that way, to be deprived of that zone, is a large part
of Vronsky's devastation after Anna's suicide. They could not have talked it
out. Talk could not trigger need, desire, spontaneous commitment and heat,
all those things that Anna saw in the back of Vronsky's neck or the curve of
his elbow that no one else saw, or cared about, or would ever see again now
that she was dead.) By the end, Anna can no longer see anything as it is.
The particular mode of art exemplified by the novel, the visual, emphasizes
her merely external unity and her ultimately static, synchronic fate.
In large part, I suspect, Tolstoy designed Anna's fate to impart this
lesson. His novels were not only lessons for living an authentic life in real
time, of course. But if Anna Karenina has a moral, it compels us not through
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any single idea, nor even through any particular act. What matters in
Anna's fate is its irresponsible dynamic, its ever-increasing unwillingness
to "sign." Such signing, of course, would not have simplified the awful loss
attending any choice Anna made. But it would have made possible a fIrst
step-and for Tolstoy, a pragmatist at the beginnings of a task and an
idealist at the end, the first step is the crucial one. Only a first step makes
concrete expression possible. Otherwise one has to lie. Morality, even
highly vexed morality, is compatible with uncertainty, Tolstoy would
probably say, but only if expression itself is unproblematic, certain, clear, as
it is in all successful art.
Powerfully mistimed love does not make
expression easy; but precisely here lies the challenge. Tolstoy gives his
brilliant Anna a powerful presence, two worthy men, an awesome social
discipline, then strews her path with opportunities to meet this challenge.
She does not meet it; and this makes for a marvelous novel and a ruined
life.
For it is not truths or lies that come to run Anna, but a sort of
dangerous brightness and darkness. It is not clear that such perception can
be answered for at all.
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1 The three companion texts are: Morson, Hidden in Plain View; Morson, "Prosaics and Anna
Karenina;" Morson and Emerson, Mikhail Bakhtin.
2
For one such searching discussion of Pierre's "turning away," see Jackson, 55-74, esp. the
section "Pierre's Limp," 70-74.
3 "Sideshadowing" as a literary device of temporality is develop~d in Morson, Narrative and
Freedom.
4
Alexandrov is at work on a study of hermeneutic permissability in the critical arts; this
discussion appears in his lecture.
S "OllHH"3 rJIaBHeRwHX COBpeMeHHblX BonpoCOB ... " and" '3J106a .nHSI'," in Chapter II for February
1877. (Dostoevskii 56).
6 Consider the consummation scene, Part Two, ch. 11. It is dominated not by pleasure but
by a terrible spiritual helplessness, dependency and shame that both parties share: "CTblll
npell JlYXOBHOIO HaraTOIO cBoeR n.aBHn ee H coo6wancSJ eMY." The nakedness in particular recalls the
Fall. Even more suggestive for Tolstoy's larger value system, of course, are the conditions for
human life after the Tree of Knowledge has shared its dangerous fruit and the expulsion from
Eden has been accomplished: the fact that "men must now labor by the sweat of their brow"
(what becomes the "agricultural" wisdom of Levin in the novel and what will become for his
creator Tolstoy the defining unit of all genuine work, "time behind the scythe or plow"; it is a
wisdom approached by the matured Vronsky as he resigns his commission and learns to value
husbandry on his estate); and the fact that women must now "bring forth children in pain" -- a
truth known to Kitty (and graphically shared with the reader) as well as to Dolly (less
graphically demonstrated in the novel, as fits her lower profile, but known perhaps more
profoundly because routinely associated with burials); it is a truth that Anna, as she prepares
for her final vortex, consciously rejects.
7 Whether or not Karenin "deserved" this fate as a husband and father, I believe Tolstoy
means us to entertain the possibility that Karenin, a consummate bureaucrat and committee
mentality, is made the better man for having to accept the reality of it. See Part Two, ch. 8:
"AneKceA AneKcaHllpOBH"I CTOSln nHUOM K nHUY nepell .>KH3HblO, npell B03MO)l(HOCTbIO nlO6BH B era .>KeHe K
KOMy-HH6Yllb KpOMe ero, H3TO KaJaJlOCb eMy o~eHb 6eCTonKOJ1BblM M HenOHSlTHblM, nOToMy ~TO 3TO 6b1J13 caMa
)KH3Hb."
8 Or, as it was put succinctly in another review of the Middlemarch mini-series, George
Eliot's passionate advocacy of mousy Mary Garth, who never doubts herself, slips, or errs, and
in addition is courted by two fine men (one of them a dreamboat, desperately in love with her),
when placed alongside Eliot's dismissal of the stunning Rosamund Lydgate, is " ... the plain
woman's revenge on every- bimbo to whom she ever lost a man who ought to have lmown better"
(Gordon 26).
9 For a provocative recent discussion of Anna and visual art that does play somewhat at the
"framing" game but accomplishes the more important positive task of de-mythologizing Tolstoy's
alleged misogyny, see Mandelker, esp. Part II: "Frame:lmage and the Boundaries of Vision in
Anna Karenina" and Part I, ch. 1, "The Myth of Misogyny: De-moralizing Tolstoy."
10
Witness the later "The Kreutzer Sonata," where Pozdnyshev condemns male sexuality
infinitely more harshly than female; and in Anna Karenina, with the exception of Levin's
celebrated mowing, all the worthwhile work of the world is done by women.
11 This point is made by Hardy in her comparison of Tolstoy with D. H. Lawrence, esp. 87992.
12 Interesting in this connection is Konstantin Leontiev's reading of Count Vronsky, whose
suicide attempt Leontiev considers of paramount importance in grasping the genius of Tolstoy's
art. Anna is marked for disaster from the start -- her suicide is a foregone conclusion,
although she herself does not know she will commit it until the final moment -- but Vronsky is
a strong, self-confident, proud and pragmatic man: how can one bring a man like that to such
moral imbalance? His passion for Anna was not enough; Vronsky had gotten better under the
influence of her love, and it was the humiliation that undid him. See Leontiev, 33-39.
13 See Mandelker, esp. Part I, Ch. 1, "The Myth of Mysogyny: De-Moralizing Tolstoy."
14 A case has been made that Tolstoy's powerful late stories, "The Kreutzer Sonata," "The Devil,"
and "Father Sergius," were written against this invisible "plotlessness" of sexual transgression:
with men permitted everything and women's "fall" a tedious cliche, Tolstoy sought to dramatize
and thus to make visible the unusual plot of male sexual transgression. See Kopper, "Tolstoy
and the Narrative of Sex."

